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Zamberlan® AND HUNTING
We at Zamberlan® believe that hunting is a great and extremely valuable privilege.
We believe that only through responsible hunting can this privilege endure.
We also believe that every hunter has a role and duty towards responsible hunting
and we aim to promote the principles of this concept.
Our reasons to support responsible hunting are based not only on tradition, but
also ethical and practical foundations. The shortcomings of the modern industrial
food complex are extreme (animal welfare, poor nutrition, environmental neglect,
etcetera), while the benefits of organic and free-range wild game are undeniable
(animal welfare, high nutrition, free-range/organic, etcetera). Likewise, pressure to
exploit wild lands is incessant, while hunting conservation efforts work tirelessly to
maintain our precious resources, including the game we hunt.
Today’s responsible hunter understands that hunting and sustainability go hand-inhand.
We understand that hunting is part of the solution, not the problem, to issues in our
food supply and our environment.

Zamberlan®

Zamberlan® works with groups like Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife and the Mule Deer
Foundation and participates in the Western Hunting and Conservation Expo and
other events towards protecting our privilege and promoting responsible hunting.
The responsible hunting standards to which we hold ourselves and which we
promote include:
SAFETY
We believe responsible hunters complete hunter safety training and are well versed
in proper and safe use of firearms and other tools. While hunting can be dangerous,
responsible hunters mitigate risks and practice safety first.
LAWFUL PRACTICE
Responsible hunters learn the law, wherever they hunt, and most importantly, follow
it. This includes respecting property rights and taking a stand against poaching.
FAIR CHASE
Responsible hunters enjoy the hunt and accept its uncertainty. Harvesting an animal
on a hunt without uncertainty is not responsible hunting.
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CLEAN KILLS
Responsible hunting disallows hunters from shooting what they can’t kill. An unclear
shot with extreme uncertainty can result in unethical and inhumane wounding of
animals that may or may not be harvested.
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FULL UTILIZATION
Harvesting an animal without consuming as much as possible is wasteful and not part
of responsible hunting. Responsible hunters utilize as much of an animal as possible.
CONSERVATION
We support ecological land management, conservation, and sound governmental
policies towards improving the environment and expanding hunting resources.
We and other responsible hunters tread lightly by avoiding sensitive habitat in order
to minimize our footprint and not leave a trace.
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THE FAMILY
Zamberlan®

Giuseppe Zamberlan®, the grandfather, started the “activity” right after the end of
World War 1. From simple shoe repair he moved on to footwear production, driven
both by his instinct and by his big passion for his local mountain range, the Piccole
Dolomiti, where the company is located.
He understood the poor performance of the early existing soles - made of leather
with iron studs - and he both shared and supported the revolutionary ideas of Vitale
Bramani, founder of Vibram®, who was studying and developing rubber soles at the
time. This type of sole became accepted around the world for majority of future boot
production.
Always keeping an eye on the detail and quality, he bought the companies first
machinery and started relationships with suppliers of raw materials, eventually
employing some co-workers and starting a small workshop. A wise mix of good skills,
passion and investments made a traditional shoe makers family enterprise into a true
production reality.
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Now it is the turn of the third generation, Marco and Maria to manage the family
company. Like their forefathers, they too inherited the enduring love and enjoyment
of the mountains, which shows in their work, this takes them through all stages of
designing, manufacturing, testing and distributing the most comfortable footwear,
giving each pair of boot the same value their grandfather Giuseppe gave to the first
Zamberlan® boot he signed.
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The family were of great importance to him in particular his wife, Maria,who became
a skilled machinist and sewer. Emilio, his son, grew up with the same huge passion for
the mountains and helped his father to produce shoes until he gradually succeeded
him. He continued his father’s work in directing the company towards foreign
markets. Emilio was also supported by his own wife who helped him by managing the
company. Zamberlan® has been distributing to multiple European and Worldwide
markets for more than 35 years, and more than 90% of its production is destined for
export.

85 years after Zamberlan®’s beginnings, the brand is distributed in more than 40
countries and continues to manufacture it’s most traditional and prestigious models
in Italy. Zamberlan® is still managed and run by the family, ably assisted by a valuable
team and supported by skilled shoe technicians: this passion assures the continuing
tradition of quality, comfort and performance.
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MOUNTAIN
Footwear range specifically designed for harsh environments hunting,
at considerable elevation. Boots in this category have a remarkable
arch support and torsional rigidity for safe use on difficult grounds and
dangerous ridges. With this specific height, they protect the ankle and
part of the calf. The Hydrobloc® treated uppers are thicker to guarantee
maximum protection against water and snow. Vibram® outsoles offer
great grip and lasting. The R.R.S. (Rubber Rand System) better protects
the upper and prevents damages caused by sharp rocks.
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WAXED CHESTNUT
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WAXED CHESTNUT

mountain

1004PM0G

1005PM0G

1005 HUNTER PRO GTX® RR

Extreme level boot, for mountain hunting on harsh and difficult terrains.
Protective and sturdy. The GORE-TEX® Insulated lining guarantees considerable
warmth. The Hydrobloc® Full Grain Waxed Leather provides excellent control
of the internal microclimate. Zamberlan® Vibram® Darwin Wide Last to give
better comfort to wide feet.
Rubber toe reinforcement to better protect from sharp rocks. The softer FLEXSYSTEM junction on the ankle zone helps the foot rolling while hiking.

The 1005 Hunter Pro GTX RR WL insulated 11-inch boot is ideal for big game
hunting in extreme environments where protection from cold and rough terrain
is required. The GORE-TEX® Insulated lining guarantees considerable warmth.
The Hydrobloc® Full Grain Waxed Leather provides excellent control of the
internal microclimate. Zamberlan® Vibram® Darwin Wide Last to give better
comfort to wide feet.
Rubber toe reinforcement to better protect from sharp rocks. The softer FLEXSYSTEM junction on the ankle zone helps the foot rolling while hiking.

UPPER:
THICKNESS:
LINING:
INSOLE:
MIDSOLE:
OUTSOLE:
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
LAST:

UPPER:
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LINING:
INSOLE:
MIDSOLE:
OUTSOLE:
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
LAST:

Hydrobloc® Full Grain Waxed Leather
2,4 mm - 2,6 mm
GORE-TEX® Insulated Comfort
Flex 4 mm + PE (Wide Last)
Double density PU wedge
Zamberlan® Vibram® Darwin WL
Euro 40-48 (incl. half sizes)
855 Gr. (size 8)
ZWL Wide Fit

Hydrobloc® Full Grain Waxed Leather
2,4 mm - 2,6 mm
GORE-TEX® Insulated Comfort
Flex 4 mm + PE (Wide Last)
Double density PU wedge
Zamberlan® Vibram® Darwin WL
Euro 40-48 (incl. half sizes)
980 Gr. (size 8)
ZWL Wide Fit
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1004 HUNTER GTX® RR
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Waxed chestnut

HILL AND COUNTRYSIDE
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HILL AND COUNTRYSIDE

0309PM9G

309 NEW TRAIL LITE GTX®
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Versatile hunting boot suitable for mixed grounds and different weather
conditions. Single piece full grain leather upper with Hydrobloc® treatment
and GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort lining to guarantee waterproofness and
breathability. Side locking hook for precise fit and Vibram® Grivola outsole to
provide lightweight and grip also on slippery grounds.
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Perfect boots range for active pursuit and stalking as well as static hunting on
hills and countryside areas. The boots that are part of this range offer an excellent
comfort, a considerable lightness and a complete foot and ankle protection
thanking high quality and resistant materials combined with special construction
techniques. The main features of these boots are the resistance, the impact
absorption on the ground, the flexibility, lightness and comfort.
Photo: Archivio Zamberlan®

UPPER:
THICKNESS:
LINING:
INSOLE:
MIDSOLE:
OUTSOLE:
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
LAST:

Hydrobloc® Full Grain Waxed Leather
2,0 mm - 2,2 mm
GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
Nylon 3 mm + PE
Vibram® Grivola
Euro 36-48 (incl. half sizes)
gr 680 (size8)
ZBPK Performance Fit
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Brown

WORK BOOTS

5030pm0g

5030 sequoia GTX®

trail BOOTS
Outdoor footwear designed and manufactured for people walking in rugged
terrain. Zamberlan boots are designed to provide maximum security and comfort
to users who, for hobby, are constantly walking on harsh surfaces. To produce
high quality made in Italy boots, Zamberlan uses the best available materials with
certifications, that are officially compatible with Security regulations. In addition,
Zamberlan follows completely the production process to ensure a high standard
results.
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UPPER:
THICKNESS:
LINING:
INSOLE:
MIDSOLE:
OUTSOLE:
SIZE:
WEIGHT:
LAST:

Hydrobloc® Full Grain Tumbled Leather
2,4 mm - 2,6 mm
GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
Nylon 3mm + PE
Rubber
Vibram® Schwarwald
8 - 12 (incl. half sizes)
720 Gr (size 8)
ZBPK Performance Fit
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Versatile boot for a variety of terrain and conditions, perfect for Forestry Service,
park maintenance, and other Outdoor work applications where extended hiking
is involved. Uppers made of Hydrobloc® full grain soft tumbled leathers are lined
with GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort membranes for guaranteed waterproof
and breathability. Slide locking hook allows customization of fit between top
and bottom lace zone. Vibram® SCHARZWALD outsoles grant excellent grip,
flexibility, and comfort.
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LA CALZATA Zamberlan® - Zamberlan® FIT
The foot plays an important role in supporting the weight of the entire body and in
locomotion. The bones of the foot are arched longitudinally to help facilitate the
support function.
The transverse arch helps with movements of the foot. These movements help keep
the sole (plantar surface) in contact with the ground despite the unevenness of the
ground surface. They also work in concert with the ankle joint to help propel the foot
off the ground during the toe off portion of gait.

GAIT CYCLE
A

B

Heel strike

The engineering of the lasts and the Zamberlan® footwear construction take into
account all the anatomical aspects of the foot: an investment for your feet.
This is why Zamberlan® engineered and created different lasts, based on the
anatomical features of the foot and on different final uses.
They are all comfortable, not too long and have a good volume.

Midstance

work book

C

D

Toe Off

Acceleration

THE LAST
6. Achilles tendon area.

1. Instep area.

7. Ankle.

2. Foot flex point.

5. Heel area.
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3. Toe area.
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4. Plantar area.

7. Ankle.

4. Plantar area.
3. Toe area.

ZWL > Zamberlan® WIDE LAST

PERFORMING FIT
· Slightly lower instep (1).
· Wrapped foot flex point (2).
· Wrapped toe area (3).
· Tighter heel lock area (6).

WIDE FIT
· High instep (1).
· Wide foot flex point (2).
· Round toe and roomy toe area to wriggle toes (3).
· Wide Achilles tendon area (6).

Zamberlan.cA

ZBPK > Zamberlan® BACKPACKING LAST

work book
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GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort

Shoes engineered with GORE-TEX® Insulated Comfort product
technology are designed for outdoor use in rain, snow and cold conditions.
They combine durable waterproofness and optimized breathability
with insulation for use in
cold weather conditions,
which makes them an
ideal solution for a wide
range of outdoor activities.
Water and snow stay on the
outside while perspiration
escapes from the inside.
Thanks to their insulated
inner lining they offer
reliable protection from the
cold, which makes them an
ideal solution for a wide
range of outdoor activities.

Shoes engineered with GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort product
technology are designed for outdoor use in moderate weather conditions.
They combine durable waterproofness and optimized breathability,
offering enduring waterproof protection and optimized climate comfort.
Water stays on the outside
while perspiration can
easily escape from the
inside. Thanks to their
innovative
construction
they are an ideal solution
for the widest range
of
outdoor
activities
and changing weather
conditions.
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work book

GORE-TEX® Insulated Comfort
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The Norwegian method is a special demonstration of shoemaking
virtue because it requires skilled people knowledge and experience.
This special technique features two lines of stitching: the first fixes
the upper to the insole (which is specifically designed for this use),
the second fixes the upper to the midsole which will later be glued
to the sole.
The products of this range are both strong and flexible, making them
sturdy and comfortable. Boots with a Norwegian welt construction
are highly durable and can also be re-soled.

NORWEGIAN
STITCH.

Upper.

Insole.
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NORWEGIAN WELTED TECHNOLOGY

EVA Filling.

Midsole.

Lock Stitch.

work book

Outer Sole.
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Please take note of the following:
· Zamberlan® reserves the right to alter the specifications without notice.
· Colors are shown as accurate as the printing process allows.
· Some of the items presented may not be produced.
· Not all products are available in all Countries.
· Weights are referred to half pair.

GORE-TEX® is a registered trade mark of W.L. Gore & Associates. Vibram® is a registered trade mark of
Vibram® Spa.
All the other trade marks are registered trade marks of Calzaturificio Zamberlan® or of their respective
owners.
Altre informazioni sui prodotti Zamberlan® · Further information on Zamberlan® products are available at:
www.zamberlan.ca.
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Zamberlan® Canada · 1010 Thornton Road South, Oshawa Ontario L1J 7E2 ·
Tel. 1 (905) 436-9077 · Fax (905) 436-9079 info@stoegercanada.ca · www.zamberlan.ca

